This evaluation is both anonymous and confidential.

1. Name of School* 
___________________________________________________

2. Grade that you are in* 
___________________________________________________

3. Class that you are taking that participates in Creek Connections (Biology, Chemistry, Science etc.) *
___________________________________________________

4. Student code that was given to you by your teacher (you may not have been given one)
___________________________________________________

5. Are you completing this survey BEFORE or AFTER having participated in Creek Connections for the school year? *
____ Before  _____After

**Creek Connections School Year Program**

6. Name 3 specific activities that you will do (or did) with Creek Connections. *
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

7. How will your experience with Creek Connections be different or similar to activities in your previous science classes? (or, How WAS your experience different of similar to previous science classes/activities?) *
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

8. List 3 things that you expect to learn (or did learn) from Creek Connections. *
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

9. List 3 values or benefits of streams and waterways. *
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________

10. List 3 ways that watershed awareness is important. *
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Please select the answer that best represents how YOU feel about Science

11. After a really interesting science activity is over, I see how it relates to things around me. (check only one) *
   ____ YES!!!    _____yes    ______no    _____ NO!!!

12. I think I could be a scientist someday. (check only one) *
   ____ YES!!!    _____yes    ______no    _____ NO!!!

13. I think science is useful for making the world a better place to live. (check only one) *
   ____ YES!!!    _____yes    ______no    _____ NO!!!

14. I want to participate in more science programs in the future. (check only one) *
   ____ YES!!!    _____yes    ______no    _____ NO!!!

In your Creek Connections Program

15. The activities will be (or were).... Check only one) *
   ____ Very Easy    ____Easy    _____Hard    _____ Very Hard

16. I will learn (or learned) a lot from participating in the Creek Connections program this year. (check only one) *
   ____ YES!!!    _____yes    ______no    _____ NO!!!

17. Participating in Creek Connections this year will change (or changed) my outlook on the importance of science/the environment/watersheds. (check only one) *
   ____ YES!!!    _____yes    ______no    _____ NO!!!